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Em G A 

Em                 G            
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       A
If you dont want to be all mine
  Em                   G
I havent got room for somebody who
         A               B
Is gonna hurt me all the time

             E       
Somebody who couldnt see
                             A  C
All the love I was trying to give
Em                 G
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       A      F7       F       Em
If you dont  want our love to live.

Em                  G
Its no use keeping you around
       A
If you dont want me all the way
        Em               G
Theres somebody new who can be found
         A            B
And Ill find her someday

                E    
And she will be everything
                                   A   C
All the love she has shell want to give
Em                 G
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       A      F7       F       Em
If you dont  want our love to live.

D                                F#m
Oh I should be good to you but I cant cause before
B            E                   Em           Bb B7
I was really true to you but you only hurt me more

Em                 G            
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       A
If you dont want to be all mine
  Em                   G
I havent got room for somebody who
         A               B
Is gonna hurt me all the time

             E       
Somebody who couldnt see
                             A  C
All the love I was trying to give
Em                 G
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       A      F7       F       Em
If you dont  want our love to live.

Em G A   Em

Its No Use-(version 2)
The Byrds

F#m A B

F#m                A            
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       B
If you dont want to be all mine
  F#m                  A
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I havent got room for somebody who
         B               C#
Is gonna hurt me all the time
             F#       
Somebody who couldnt see
                             B  D
All the love I was trying to give
F#m                A
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       B      G#       G       F#m
If you dont  want our love to live.

F#m                 A
Its no use keeping you around
       B
If you dont want me all the way
        F#m              A
Theres somebody new who can be found
         B            C#
And Ill find her someday
                F#    
And she will be everything
                                   B   D
All the love she has shell want to give
F#m                A
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       B      G#       G       F#m
If you dont  want our love to live.

E                                G#m
Oh I should be good to you but I cant cause before
C#           F#                  F#m          Csus C#
I was really true to you but you only hurt me more

F#m                A            
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       B
If you dont want to be all mine
  F#m                  A
I havent got room for somebody who
         B               C#
Is gonna hurt me all the time
             F#       
Somebody who couldnt see
                             B  D
All the love I was trying to give
F#m                A
Its no use saying youre gonna stay
       B      G#       G       F#m
If you dont, want our love to live.

F#m A B   F#m
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